Valued Customers Depend on Our Reliable Cable Conveyance Products

Cable Conveyor Systems' products are currently used by many of the largest and most quality-conscious companies world-wide, but we stand ready to assist small and medium-sized businesses with their conveying needs. Each valued customer receives the same attention to detail and prompt service that our customers have come to expect.
CONVEYOR CABLE SPLICING SERVICE FEATURES
SUPERIOR STRENGTH AND DURABILITY

The unique patented Extruda-Mold® Process for splicing conveyor cable has produced remarkable results for the (40) years we have been in business.

Dramatic increases in total yearly production can be attributed to the superior strength and long lasting characteristics of our high quality cable and the splicing Machine manufactured by Cable Conveyor Systems.

The actual cable splice can be made to an on-line conveyance system in approximately one hour. While rapid cable repairs and installation are certainly advantageous, our special Extruda-Mold® Can Cable and splicing technique provide even more valuable features:

With a breaking strength of nearly 6000 pounds the splice maintains 95 percent of the minimum required breaking strength of the original cable.

The special nylon coated stainless steel cable lasts 15 times longer than other nylon coated galvanized cables.

Stainless steel cable will not corrode, even on wet line conveying systems.

A stronger, thicker wall of nylon resists abrasion and cracking, and can actually increase cable life by 30 times that of other cable.

An all steel cable stretches less, resists breaks, and lasts longer.

Proven savings, through a lower initial investment, fewer expenditures for cable, and less production downtime due to cable failure.

The patented Extruda-Mold® Cable Splicing Machines are available for lease and are easily operated by your own personnel. As an Additional service, Cable Conveyor Systems can perform cable slicing in your plant on an appointment basis, as the cable splicing machine is completely portable. Endless loops for your runways can also be supplied for your lines that can accept them.

OUR MISSION

Our mission is to provide excellent customer service. Whether designing and building custom conveyor systems for new installations or integrating conveyors into existing systems, we will partner with our customers to create solutions.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

- Cable Can Tracks
- Accessories/Parts (for building from scratch or replacement parts)
- Diverter Gates
- Reconditioning Parts
- Various styles of Can Cable in bulk
- EXTRUDA-MOLD Splicer
- Cable Splicing Service & Rental
- Consulting, designing, customizing & implementing systems for your specific needs
- System Audits
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